
Upgrade Your Home with Smart 
Automatic Water Solutions!  
Introducing our cutting-edge IoT and AI-based fully automatic water filling system for 
homes! Experience convenience like never before with a system that intelligently 
manages your water needs.

NET-O-BOX
MOTOR
www.elinstechnologies.com

Water Management System



Say goodbye to manual refills and hello to effortless water management! Our cutting-edge 
system combines the power of Artificial Intelligence and IoT to transform how you handle water 
in your home.



 Benefits that set us apart:

Intelligent Filling: AI Automatically decides the time of water coming from municipal line and 
switched ON the motor. AI-driven precision ensures accurate water level detection and 
automatic refills, eliminating the need for constant monitoring. AI decide the water coming time 
based on multiple factors like timings of circle devices, manual switching, neural decision, fuzzy 
inputs etc.

Remote Accessibility: Control and monitor your water usage from anywhere via your 
smartphone, providing ultimate convenience and peace of mind.



Seamless Integration: Effortlessly integrates into your existing water infrastructure, making 
installation hassle-free and compatible with various setups.

Efficiency & Conservation: Reduces wastage by optimizing water usage while being 
environmentally conscious, ensuring you save both water by Auto Cut on tank full feature and 
money by reducing electricity consumption.

After Sale Service: Device communicates with us for any unusual activities or irregular water 
supply. Our technical team will inform you and improvised the system before you will get any water 
shortage. This feature is giving our customers the next level satisfaction and they are tension free 
from water shortage.



 

Water Motor Safety: Device is inbuilt with Dry Run Protection. Motor will switched off automatically 
if water supply get discontinued. It ensures long motor life.

Always Tank Full Satisfaction: Our customers wake up late in morning and check the web 
dashboard to find water tank was full today at 5:30 AM in early morning. Tank will be filled multiple 
time in a day. Motor will also Automatically ON when water tank is less than 50%.      



Imagine a home where water management is no longer a concern but a streamlined, automated 
process tailored to your needs. Our system achieves this seamlessly!

Full Both the Tanks: Device can full both underground tank and roof tank in morning everyday.



 Key Features:

Join the wave of smart homeowners embracing efficient, tech-driven water solutions. Make the switch 
today and experience the future of home water management!
purchase or read more about your product.

AI Driven Auto-ON Motor switching.
Sensor based Auto-OFF at Tank full
Dry Run Protection
Force ON Motor Switching
Remote monitoring and control
Start/Stop time Scheduler based motor Switching
Communicate with manufacturer to improvise customer service.
Eco-friendly water management



#SmartHome #IoT #AI #WaterManagement #HomeAutomation
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